ASHA B WILKERSON, Esq. Professional Speaker
Asha Wilkerson is an educator, attorney, and speaker who equips emerging leaders with the tools they need to make a difference in their
lives and in the world around them. When colleges and universities want to show their student leaders how to develop into agents of
change, she is the one they turn to.
Naturally curious with a servant's heart, Asha has always made professional choices that allowed her to be of service to others. While
pursuing her juris doctorate at the University of California at Hastings College of the Law, her passion for assisting in the growth and
empowerment of underserved communities all over the world was ignited. She supported legal teams at the United Nations High
Commissioner on Refugees in Costa Rica and the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia in the Netherlands. Her
focus on human rights led her to work, study, and teach in other countries, such as Haiti and Cuba.
A few years after law school, Asha opened her own practice, The Wilkerson Law Ofﬁce, in Oakland, CA. This
gave her an opportunity to educate her local community about their rights pertaining to employment law
and small business ownership. For her efforts, she was recognized by Super Lawyers Magazine as a Northern
California Rising Star for four consecutive years.
Driven by a desire to affect change on a deeper level, Asha minimized her practice to enter academia
full time, after years of teaching as an adjunct professor. She currently serves as the Director
and Department Chair of the Legal Assisting Program at American River College in
Sacramento, CA. In this role, she revels in showing students how to explore, design, and
thrive in careers within and beyond the law.
As a speaker, Asha brings to the table a powerful blend of her diverse experiences as a
legal professional and educator. She's known for delivering insightful presentations in a
speaking style that is inspiring, honest, and relatable. Apart from her work to impact
communities, she can be found pursuing her love of adventure by traveling the world and
learning new languages.

Popular Presentations:
•

Using the Past to Propel Your Future - There are
no experiences that count you out, they only
make you better prepared.

• Maintaining Dignity in Turbulent Times - Only
you have the power to determine who you are in
this world. Who do you say you are?

• Leadership as an Act of Service - Learn about
servant leadership and why it works.
• Honoring the Legacy, In Pursuit of Excellence
- Lessons from a Civil Rights leader in vision,
planning, and execution.
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